
UK PUT UP £4m TO GET
SECOND CRUISE BASE
A SECRET £4 million
subsidy has been provided to
the US Air Force by the
British government in order
to persuade the USAF to
build two cruise missile
bases - Molesworth as well
as Greenham Common -
instead of one. But to avoid
embarrassment, the money
has been hidden from public
and parliamentary view by a
special MoD 'laundering'
operation. DUNCAN
CAMPBELL reports

LAST YEAR the Ministry of
Defence did admit unofficially that
Britain had agreed to pay some US
costs but claimed (to the Observer in
August) that the amount of taxpayers'
money involved was "pennies'.

Asked this week to acknowledge
that the penny pile was somewhat
more substantial, MoD officials
asserted that all aspects of the cruise
missile deployment are 'regarded as
classifiedby both governments', and
wouldonly admit to a quite separate
paymentto NATO funds.
The British government agreed to

acceptthe deployment of 160 cruise
missiles in December 1979.
Discussions to select suitable sites
took place between then and June
1980.At that time, senior officials

and Defence Secretary Francis Pym
believed that by creating as many
bases as possible, the government
would reduce protest activity, by
dispersing it. Unsurprisingly, this
view is no longer in favour in
Whitehall. The US position was then
that a single base at Greenham
Common would be ideal.
Ministry of Defence information

shows that the men most closely
involved in the costly mistake were
Mr Michael Quinlan and Mr Ewen
Broadbent. Both men have since
become Permanent Secretaries, and
have been knighted. Sir Ewen
Broadbent has recently retired, but
Sir Michael Quinlan, a Thatcher
protege, now runs the Department of
Employment.
The secret subsidy to the

Americans has been concealed from
the Public Accounts Committee of·
the House of Commons: It breaches

the longstanding arrangement
whereby, although the US gets all its
land rent-free from the MoD, it pays
for aJI facilities, services and
construction costs.
In fact, the Molesworth subsidy has

been provided to the USAF by not
charging for work done constructing
and renovating married quarters and
other facilities.
Recently, when it became obvious

that the construction of two cruise
missile bases would create rather
more difficulty with protestors, the
MoD tried to back out of the
agreement. But the Americans
refused to budge, arguing that
Greenham Common was now no
longer sufficiently large or secure to
accommodate all 160missiles.
But the British government's

U-turn and subsequent argument on
the issue did alarm US Congressional
committees who after hearing
classified evidence 'froze'
construction funds. They wanted
assurances that the British 'dual-
basing' concept was still valid before
construction started. •
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